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Tesla model 3 interior ambient lighting

Add lighting to the feet of the rear passengers. In addition to white, several colors are available. Simple installation: The connection is made directly to the ambient lights in the front passenger footwell. Then just hide the cable in the trim to bring the LED bar to under the front seats. Fix them with the adhesive and the clamps. Technical
specifications: 12V LED bar with "Y" connection on original cable. Compatibility : Tesla Model 3 and Y Long Range and Performance only! The Tesla Model 3 SR+ are not compatible because the ambient lighting in the footwell (under the dashboard) must be activated. This requires the premium interior, which is only available as standard on the Long
Range and Performance versions. Number of pieces per kit : 2 Variants: 5 colors ----------------------------------- How to improve the lighting of your Tesla Model 3 ? ----------------------------------- Upgraded under-door and trunk headlamps compatible with all models: Model 3 SR+, LR and Performance Do not hesitate to improve the lighting of the trunk but also
the one under the doors when opening them. Indeed, our LED projectors equipped with 8 LEDs allow you to considerably increase the lighting and the vision on these often dark points. Easy to install in simple replacement it is the occasion to improve the lighting or to personalize with specific colors available directly as variants. ---------------------------------- LED trunk bar compatible with all models: Model 3 SR+, LR and Performance. Feel free to add even more lighting to your trunk with our LED bar that connects directly to the original headlights. This LED bar allows you to further improve the lighting of the trunk, for those who need a very powerful light. ----------------------------------- Footwell ambient
lighting upgrade compatible: Model 3 LR and Performance only (premium interior lighting option). Feel free to upgrade or customize the lighting of the driver and front passenger footwell with our LED headlamps that directly replace the original headlamps. Available in different options, with a white light similar to the original but more powerful or
in other colours such as red, blue, purple, pink or ice blue. Filter my products Confort Lighting Compatibility Tesla Model 3 2019-2020 Tesla Model 3 2021 Tesla Model Y 2021-2022 Your Tesla Tesla Model 3 Tesla Model Y If you’re looking for a subtle way to inject some extra fun into your Tesla, the ambient lighting with central console control might
be just the thing for you. The ambient lighting system illuminates the interior cabin of your Model 3 and Y with subtle, soft light in 64 gorgeous colors and gradients. Personalize your Tesla Interior Light up your Tesla car with the touch of a console button. This elegant light will complement the sleek style you deserve. Each component of this lighting
kit has been engineered to work together seamlessly for your Tesla, giving you controls for luxe illumination right at your fingertips. So sit back, relax, and enjoy the ride. With our adjustable lighting system, you can be sure you’ll have perfect interior visibility in every condition. 64 colors adjustable lighting For an experience you will never forget,
upgrade your Tesla with this beautiful ambient lighting. Experience the brilliance of every color with streamlined integration. Enhance your mood, personalize your car, or simply complement the weather with 64 gorgeous colors. Make your Tesla stand out with our ambient lighting kit that allows you to alter and customize the lighting styles to match
your Tesla's interior. Convenient Central Console Control Your ambient lighting can be controlled from the central console screen and offers a variety of soothing light options, including relaxed lighting to help you unwind from your day. The lighting strips use only 2 watts of energy and therefore aren't much of a drain on your car's battery. You can
choose between different settings, including a slow strobe mode to create a subtle but noticeable effect; and an ambient mode where the lights change colors at random or in rhythm to the music. You can also set the lights to stay on one color or you can adjust their brightness manually. Packaging Includes A full set of ambient lighting kit featuring 64
colors. Materials Compatibility Compatible with Tesla Model 3 (2018-2020 & 2021) and Model Y (2021) FAQ What makes this ambient light a must-have accessory for my Tesla? Our Tesla ambient lighting is designed to offer drivers and passengers an unrivaled ambiance during road trips. All you need is to swipe your finger across the central console
touchscreen to change and adjust the color and brightness as per your mood. Does it affect my range? Not at all! These lighting strips consume only a very small amount of power, so the impact on the battery is negligible. In fact, it takes up only 2W of power. Will it ruin my Tesla interior? No, it won’t! The ambient lighting kit is designed to seamlessly
match the interior of your Tesla. Crafted with attention to detail and precision in order to match the exquisite interior of Tesla vehicles, this kit provides ambient lighting that enhances the vibe for your vehicle. Each ambient lighting strip is engineered to work together so you can control the lighting environment easily from the central console center
screen. Is there a way for me to control this via my phone? Yes absolutely! By using your Tesla phone or key fob, you can control the features and operate the lights remotely instead of having to get in and out of your vehicle. All you need is to pair your phone with the Tesla and you can easily change the color or adjust the intensity of the light with
your phone. How difficult is it to install the ambient lights? Installation of the ambient lighting is designed to be simple and quick and each component snaps into place with minimal tools. It does require some automotive DIY (do-it-yourself) skills to install, but generally, this ambient lighting kit can be installed without any difficulty. You may,
however, engage a professional installation company to perform the installation if you feel uncomfortable with it for any reason. Does it turn on and off automatically, or do you always have to use the control center? Our ambient lighting turns off automatically when the car goes to sleep in order to save battery life and turns back on when it wakes
up. It can also be manually turned on or off from the central console. Does it have a battery or will it be powered by the car's power supply? You do not need a battery for this device! It plugs directly into your Tesla wiring system and uses only 2W of power. Which parts of my Tesla will these lighting strips cover? The interior ambient lighting strips
for Tesla go over the front and back door profiles, back of the front row seats, around the front and back door speakers, center console, air conditioning vents, cup holders, on and underneath the dashboard, and more! Does Tesla ambient lighting with central console control remember the last color? The function of this ambient lighting automatically
remembers the last color used. The color and pattern will remain unchanged until you switch to your desired color and pattern. Can the doors be opened and closed freely after the lights have been installed? Yes of course! The lights take up the very little place so you don’t have to worry about opening and closing the door freely. Will this ambient
lighting kit work with any other Tesla models? No. This ambient lighting kit is compatible only with Tesla Model 3 and Tesla Model Y. Does the Tesla ambient lighting kit change colors with music? The lights have an integrated microphone that picks up the sound frequency and makes the lights flash according to the music/rhythm it detects. Home
Ambient Lights Tesla Tesla Model 3 OEM Design 64 Colors Ambient Light Tesla Model 3 OEM Design 64 Colors Ambient Light & Footlamp- Tesla Models 3 Interior Lighting Upgrading Features OEM design, fit original position perfectly With 64 colors ambient light for options Light color and brightness can be controlled by original touch button Plug
and play installation, no need to cut any hardness Compatible Car model Tesla Model 3 2017+ Tesla does a great job of making the driving experience effortless: Autopilot, regenerative braking, instant torque.But to add to the appeal and the soothing experience, many owners look for a Tesla Model 3 ambient lighting upgrade to match its
minimalistic interior.Jump to 3:30 to see a holistic ambient lighting upgrade for Model 3 (white interior).Eliminate fatigue, color your trips, and give your car an extra “cool” factor — we reviewed the best Tesla Model 3 ambient lighting upgrades to help you do just that:Best OverallKIKIMO Neon Light TubesOnly fits Model 3 & Y pre-2021
interiorAdjustable colorsEasy and detailed installation instructionsUser-friendly app1-year warrantyGreat customer serviceRunner-UpBASENOR Neon Light TubesSimilar to KIKIMO, but available for all Model 3/Y years (inc. refreshed console)Adjustable colors via appBest-seller in its categoryAffordableEasy to installPremium PickEVShop’s Complete
Lighting KitFull premium experience, covering many more interior spots.Includes stripes for dashboard, air vents, seats, doors, and much more.Adjustable colors AND brightnessLow-consumption LEDsBest Overall Tesla Model 3 Ambient Lighting Upgrade: KIKIMOWith strips to light up your center console and dashboard, KIKIMO offers a minimal
lighting kit that’s easy to install — with a simple app to manage it all.If you hate the idea of dismantling interior parts (and would rather insert a strip into small gaps your car already has),This lighting upgrade fits your needs.It’s easy to install and has extremely detailed installation instructions on the product page.The app, used to adjust the light
color, also has an interesting “music mode” for your lights to dance along to your favorite song.With a 1-year warranty and its accessible price point (compared to full kits that may run thousands of dollars), it’s really an unbeatable value.To top everything off, buyers report great customer service when they needed help, going as far as recommending
the brand for its service alone.Fits: Model 3 & Y (pre-2021 interior) Adjustable colors Easy and detailed installation instructions User-friendly app 1-year warranty Great customer service Only available for center console and dashboard. Center console strip may not fit refreshed Model 3/Y (mid-2020 and beyond)Runner-Up Ambient Lighting Upgrade:
BASENORBasenor offers a lighting upgrade with adjustable colors and modes — set through an app many customers classify as “OK” (that is, not the most user-friendly).The lights go unnoticed during the day — but all your passengers will see and feel the difference at night.Many customers confirm that the installation process for the center console
strips amounts to 10 minutes max —While the dashboard strips may be a bit more involved.Complaints of the lights themselves are few and far between but many Model 3 owners have second thoughts on the quality of the installation tools the product comes with.The lighting kit may not be as durable either, as some customers, although satisfied
until that point, report not making it to the 1-year mark.Still, it’s the best-selling lighting kit with 500 ratings (4.1-star average) and comes at a price tag that any Model 3 owner wanting to give color to their trips will be able to afford.Whether it fits the refreshed Model 3 center console has yet to be confirmed, but I’d assume it doesn’t as the console
changes were significant.Fits: 2017 – 2020 Model 3 & Y yearsMay not fit refreshed center console on newer models. Adjustable colors Best-seller in its category Affordable Easy to installOnly available for center console and dashboard. Lower-quality installation tools. May not be as durable.Premium Pick: Full Ambient Lighting Kit by The EV
ShopWhen looking for a next-level experience, much more than a center console or dashboard strip is needed.That’s where this Model 3 ambient lighting upgrade comes into play.Aside from the center lights, The EV Shop’s premium kit covers many more lighting spots:Door profileAir ventsThe back of the front seatsDoor lockerFootwell (front
pair)Footwell (rear pair)Control boxAt first glance, it seems over the top, but once you see the end result…Full Ambient Lighting Kit by The EV Shop.It’s tempting, to say the least.This clean and holistic experience is a perfect match for Model 3’s minimalistic interior — but comes at a price.The kit is very expensive — and you may consider
professional help as the installation is bound to be more involved.There’s currently a 10% off offer when you purchase an LED door strip and a 2-piece USB light to complete the appeal and relaxing aura.That should sweeten its price for those looking for the ultimate in cabin ambiance.Fits: All Model 3 & Y years Full premium experience, covering
many more interior spots. Includes stripes for dashboard, air vents, seats, doors, and much more. Adjustable colors Adjustable brightness Low-consumption LEDs Expensive May require professional helpBrightest Lighting Upgrade (OEM Replacement): Ultra-Bright LEDsKit for puddle lights, trunk, and interior lighting.Teslas don’t have the brightest
OEM interior lights by any means.Many Model 3 owners have had to turn their phone’s flashlight on to see clearly at night.This kit solves this problem by lighting up your vehicle much more than the stock lights (16x brighter, the company claims).Choosing not to prioritize the aesthetic and ambient aspect of lighting, they opt instead for the
practicality of ultra-bright lights. Bjorn, a Norwegian YouTuber, upgraded his Model X lights — and was happy enough with the results to also upgrade his Model 3:You can see the installation process and the before-and-after result @ 5:39.The difference is literally night and day.And although the installation process may differ slightly, reviews
suggest this kit fits all Model 3 years, including the refreshed model (2020-2022 and beyond).Unlike the alternatives above, this ultra-bright lighting kit isn’t flexible as it comes in white for maximum brightness.Certainly worth considering if brightness is at the top of your priorities.Fits: All Model 3 years & trims.Also available for Model Y. Ultrabright, low-consumption LEDs Quality product and installation tools OEM upgrade Fits refreshed Model 3 (mid-2020 and beyond) Not truly for ambiance or aesthetics Set color Somewhat expensiveBest Budget OEM Lighting Upgrade: LECARTLECART offers the only Model 3 lighting upgrade with a mix of aesthetics and practicality.The lights are
brighter than OEM lights while looking much better — and being customizable.For instance, if you only want to change the puddle or trunk lights, LECART offers 4-piece lighting kits that can replace the specific OEM lights you desire.Be careful if you intend to change the footwell lights for a Model 3 Standard Range, however, as Tesla has those
lights disabled as part of its partial premium interior.Also, keep in mind that there aren’t OEM frunk, rear footwell, or 3rd centered trunk lights, as the diagram suggests.Note that a rather small number of customers report one faulty light (out of the 4-piece kit they purchased),But this isn’t common as most buyers are extremely satisfied with the
product (nearly 80% of buyers rating it 5 stars).Fits: All Model 3/Y years & trims.May also fit Model S & X. Customizable Very affordable OEM upgrade Available in Red, Blue, and Purple Fits refreshed Model 3 (mid-2020 and beyond) Misinformation on lighting points that don’t exist 1 out of the 4 lights may come faultyFrequent Buyer ConcernsHow
hard are these Model 3 ambient lighting upgrades to install? Can I install them myself?Wiring is tight in Teslas.For that reason, when dealing with OEM upgrades and holistic kits, the installation will take time and effort.Depending on your skills, it may take one or even several hours.However, all the products on this list come with some form of
installation instructions (either text, images, or video).And many reviews suggest less than 10 minutes of installation for the center console+dashboard strips by KIKIMO and BASENOR.Will a lighting upgrade impact my range?Lighting requires very little energy. Even if you replace all OEM lights with much brighter ones and order a full ambient
lighting upgrade, the range difference (if any) won’t be noticeable.Are these lighting upgrades the same for all Model 3 years and trims (Standard Range vs. Long Range vs. Performance)?The refreshed Model 3 Tesla introduced in mid-2020 has a different center console. Lighting kits that fit pre-2020 models won’t fit the refreshed Model 3 (2021 and
beyond).Also, footwell lights are software disabled on trims with no premium interior (Standard Range or Standard Range Plus).Consider this when ordering your lighting kits.Our Tesla Model 3 Ambient Lighting Upgrade of Choice:When evaluating all the options, KIKIMO lighting introduces a pleasant aura without being over the top or complex to
install — and at a very affordable price.You’ll feel less tired after trips and the people you travel with will want to ride in your Model 3 more than ever.For that reason, KIKIMO is our Tesla Model 3 ambient lighting upgrade of choice.It’s at least an entry-level product to determine if lighting upgrades are for you — and if you end up wanting more, you
may consider adding on complete lighting kits later on.Zac LudicrousMechanical engineer by profession. TSLA shareholder before the hype. EV enthusiast all day long. Zac enjoys learning about the future of battery technology, autonomy, and EVs. He considers Tesla Model 3 the most important vehicle of the 21st century -- and is in a quest to
improve the ownership experience of every Model 3 owner he possibly can.Keep Readingreport this ad
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